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High commodity prices and the easing of pandemic restrictions will support strong economic
recovery across major Islamic finance markets over the next 12 to 18 months, boosting the
financial performance of Islamic banks. The Gulf states, Malaysia (A3 stable) and Indonesia
(Baa2 stable) are benefitting from a price surge in key exports like hydrocarbons and palm
oil. The economic rebound will keep the asset quality of Islamic banks stable while driving up
profitability. Islamic banks can therefore maintain strong capital and liquidity buffers, enabling
them to capitalise on the growing demand for Shariah-compliant financial services.
Islamic finance markets are benefitting from high commodity prices. Economic growth
of countries in the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC), Malaysia and Indonesia is accelerating in
2022 and will remain strong in 2023, driven by the easing of pandemic restrictions and the
high prices of commodities such as hydrocarbons and palm oil. Inflation in these countries will
also remain moderate because of government subsidies and policy rate hikes.
Strong economic recovery will keep the asset quality of Islamic banks stable. Improving
economic conditions will keep the performance of Islamic financing stable despite the
unwinding of regulatory forbearance. The focus on retail financing will support asset quality
because of its secured and diversified nature and prudent underwriting by the Islamic banks.
In addition, financing to public-sector employees, who enjoyed stable employment during the
pandemic, constitutes the lion's share of retail financing in the GCC region. Strong provisioning
buffers built up during the pandemic will also mitigate asset risks.
Profitability will recover to pre-pandemic levels. The return on average assets of Islamic
banks will improve as provisioning needs decline since they have set aside sufficient reserves
through precautionary provisioning. Their profitability will also be driven up by the rise in
interest rates, particularly in the Gulf states where domestic currencies are pegged to the
US dollar. Their cost-income ratios will remain stable, with increases in technology spending
offsetting efficiency gains from digitalization.
Islamic banks will have ample capital and liquidity to grow further. They will continue
to maintain strong capital and liquidity buffers, enabling them to capitalise on the demand for
Shariah-compliant financial services.
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High commodity prices and the easing of pandemic restrictions will support economic growth across
Islamic banking markets
Economic growth across member states of the Gulf Cooperation Council1 (GCC), Malaysia and Indonesia will remain strong over the next
12 to 18 months, supported by the elevated prices of oil and other commodities and by the relaxation of pandemic-related restrictions.
Robust commodity exports from these countries will also boost public finances and provide governments with the fiscal firepower to
ease inflationary pressure.
Global economic growth will slow as a result of rising inflation and the tightening of global financial conditions. China's zero-COVID policy
and the cuts in Russian gas supply to Europe will add to the growth risks. The Russia-Ukraine military conflict has disrupted commodity
supply chains, driving up consumer prices and fueling inflation worldwide. Aggressive rate hikes in the US are adding to the inflation surge,
forcing other central banks to raise their policy rates despite the risk of derailing economic recovery.
However, the economies of GCC countries, Malaysia and Indonesia will remain strong in 2023 because of the high prices of oil and other
commodities that boost both corporate and government coffers (Exhibit 1). The lifting of domestic social-distancing measures and the
reopening of international borders will also support the economic growth momentum.
Exhibit 1

Economic recovery is fanned by a strong rebound in commodity prices
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The Gulf states are major hydrocarbon producers and are benefiting from the surge in oil prices. Despite the recent modest easing in
prices, we expect the price of Brent crude to remain at $105 per barrel in 2022 and at $95 per barrel in 2023, well above the 2021
average of $70 per barrel (Exhibit 2). Also, as it braces for global economic slowdown to hit demand, OPEC+2 agreed to start reducing
oil production by October 2022.

This publication does not announce a credit rating action. For any credit ratings referenced in this publication, please see the issuer/deal page on https://ratings.moodys.com for the
most updated credit rating action information and rating history.
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Exhibit 2

High oil prices will support government spending and non-oil economic activity, particularly in the GCC
Price of brent crude oil in USD per barrel
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The high oil revenue is creating positive spillover effects on the non-oil sectors where banks do most of their lending. After expanding
by 4.0% in 2021, we expect the real GDP in non-hydrocarbon sector to grow by 3.6% in 2022 in the GCC, still well above the average
2.3% growth rate between 2016 and 2019.
Similarly, Malaysia's economy is benefitting from the soaring oil prices, with crude petroleum and petroleum products accounting for
more than 10% of the country's total export value in the first half of 2022. It is also boosted by the high palm oil prices given that the
country is second-largest palm oil producer globally. Meanwhile, Indonesia's economic growth is accelerating too partly because of the
high commodity prices. Apart from being the world's largest palm oil exporter, the country is also a major producers of coal and minerals.
While we expect commodity prices to ease alongside the slowdown in global demand, they will likely remain higher than pre-pandemic
levels over the next 12-18 months.
Meanwhile, inflation across most Islamic banking markets will remain moderate relative to the US (Exhibit 3). This is because the
governments are providing substantial subsidies to offset inflationary pressure. They have the resources to do so because of windfalls
from the high commodity prices. In 2021, the contribution of commodities to government revenue was around 70%, 30% and 10% for
the GCC region, Malaysia and Indonesia respectively.
Exhibit 3

Inflation will rise but remain modest when compared with the US
Annual change in consumer prices
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In addition, policy rate hikes by central banks will help dampen demand-driven inflation, particularly in the GCC region where the pace
of rate hikes has accelerated as most of the countries peg their currencies to the US dollar (with the exception of the Kuwaiti Dinar that
is pegged to a basket of undisclosed currencies that is however heavily skewed towards the US dollar) and the US Federal Reserve has
been aggressive in tightening its monetary policy (Exhibit 4).
Exhibit 4

The US Federal funds interest rate is likely to exceed 4% in 2023
US effective federal funds rate
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Pandemic-related asset risk will recede as economies recover
The asset quality of Islamic banks will remain stable, with the economic rebound offsetting the lifting of regulatory forbearance.
The non-performing financing ratios3 of Islamic banks in the GCC, Malaysia and Indonesia will remain stable over the next 12 to 18 months
(Exhibit 5). While financial authorities in these countries will progressively unwind debt relief measures such as repayment holidays,
we expect most customers who were under these relief programs to recover financially and restart repayments because of the robust
economic recovery.
Exhibit 5

Level of problem financing will remain stable for Islamic banks despite the lifting of regulatory forbearance
Nonperforming financing as a percentage of gross financing
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A key feature of Islamic banks is their focus on household financing (Exhibit 6), which we expect to remain strong in terms of asset quality.
This type of financing is typically backed by collateral, spread across a diverse range of customers and has been underwritten prudently.
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Moreover, a large proportion of retail customers in the GCC region are public-sector employees and they enjoy stable employment
through the pandemic.
Exhibit 6

Islamic banks operate larger retail financing books than conventional banks
Breakdown of financing book by segment (2021)
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Over the longer term, Islamic banks in the GCC will also benefit from the economic diversification agendas of countries, which aim to
promote higher employment levels among citizens in the private sector. There will also be growth opportunities in the housing market as a
result of state-led home ownership programs, particularly in Saudi Arabia. Still, economic diversification plans are significant undertakings
and their successful implementation is not guaranteed.
The asset risk of Islamic financing for small businesses and large corporations will also recede. The debt-servicing ability of companies will
improve alongside the progressive reopening of domestic restrictions and international borders. At the same time, their financial health
will also indirectly be boosted by wealth accumulated from the commodity boom.
While some customers could default eventually because of idiosyncratic issues exacerbated by the pandemic, the asset-quality impact
will likely remain limited. This is because most of the Islamic banking systems have set aside ample loss reserves, which have increased
further during the pandemic (Exhibit 7). The high level of provisioning buffers are partly attributed to the IFRS 9 accounting standard5,
which requires banks to set aside provisions on a forward-looking basis.
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Exhibit 7

Islamic banks hold high provisioning buffers against potential losses
Provisioning reserves as a percentage of problem financing
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Profitability will recover to pre-pandemic levels
The profitability of Islamic banks will improve as provisioning needs decline and net profit margins6 widen.
After declining in 2020 when the pandemic first struck, the return on average assets for most Islamic banking systems improved in 2021
(Exhibit 8), partly because of lower provisioning needs as economies recovered (Exhibit 9). We expect provisions to drop back to prepandemic levels in 2022-23, further boosting profits.
Exhibit 8

Profitability of Islamic banks is recovering to pre-pandemic levels
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Exhibit 9

Provisions are decreasing for most Islamic banking systems
Provisions as a percentage of average gross financing
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At the same time, rising policy rates will drive up net profit margins. The expansion in net profit margin will be larger in the Gulf states
where the central banks follow aggressive monetary policy tightening given that they peg their currencies to the US dollar. Net profit
margins are either bottoming or already recovering in 2022 (Exhibit 10).
Exhibit 10

Higher policy rates will support net profit margins of Islamic banks
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The retail heavy portfolios of Islamic banks will drive higher financing yields and therefore stronger margins than conventional banks,
particularly given that current and savings deposits, which are insensitive to interest rates, will continue to make up a large portion of
their deposit bases and present little to no pressure on cost of funds. With retail lending representing 47.7% of total lending (around 60%
of total financings for Islamic banks) and low-cost current and demand deposits at 62.3% of total deposits as of June 2022, Saudi Islamic
banks are set to benefit the most from US policy rate hikes.
Their cost-to-income ratios will remain stable as efficiency gains as a result of digitalization and shrinking branch networks offset increases
in digital spending (Exhibit 11). Like their conventional peers, Islamic banks will accelerate digitalization to meet customer preferences
for online services and to compete with new digital banks. In Malaysia, most of the Islamic banks are subsidiaries of the largest domestic
banking groups and they will continue to benefit from the infrastructure of their parents. In Indonesia, the industry's efficiency will be
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driven by PT Bank Syariah Indonesia Tbk, which is reaping economies of scale after it was established from a three-way merger in February
2021.
Exhibit 11

Cost efficiency of most Islamic banking system will remain stable as ongoing digital investments offset efficiency gains due to digitalization
and branch reduction
Cost to income ratio
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Digital banks are increasing competition and accelerating digitalization among incumbents
In line with global trends, digital banks are emerging in Islamic finance markets because of new licensing frameworks introduced by financial
authorities (Exhibit 12). More digital banks will emerge given that the central bank in Kuwait will also issue digital banking licenses by the end
of 2022.
Exhibit 12

Digital banks are emerging
List of digital banks in the GCC and Southeast Asia regions
Digital banks

Country
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Consortium led by GXS Bank Pte. Ltd.
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Consortium led by KAF Investment
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Consortium of AEON Financial Service Co.,
Ltd., AEON Credit Service (M) Berhad and
MoneyLion Inc.
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Saudi Arabia
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United Arab Emirates
Zand

Note: The list is not exhaustive for Indonesia.
Source: Moody's Investors Service

Unlike the incumbents, digital banks are not burdened by legacy infrastructure. They can therefore focus on adopting the latest technologies to
enhance customer experience, become more efficient than the existing players and open up new markets. For instance, the application of artificial
intelligence and alternative data in underwriting can enable the new entrants to penetrate the unbanked and underserved profitably. Also, the use
of smart contracts on blockchain can improve operational efficiency in Shariah compliance, particularly given that an Islamic financial product
typically involves multiple contracts – compared to just one for the conventional equivalence.
The competition is spurring existing players – conventional and Islamic banks – to accelerate their digital transformation. Among other initiatives,
they are upgrading their technology infrastructure, integrating their entire suite of financial services into a single mobile app and adopting cloud
computing. They are also reducing physical branches and channeling the cost savings to more digital investments.

Islamic banks will have ample capital and liquidity to expand further
Strong capital and liquidity buffers will allow Islamic banks to capitalise on strong demand for Shariah-compliant financial services.
The strong capitalisation of Islamic banks (Exhibit 12) will be supported by profitability improvements.
While organic growth capacity remains ample for Islamic banks, inorganic expansion will remain a recurring credit theme, particularly in
the GCC where bank consolidation continues. Recently, Ahli United Bank B.S.C. (AUB, unrated) and Kuwait Finance House K.S.C.P (A2
long-term deposit ratings, stable, baa3 BCA) - Kuwait's largest Islamic lender, renewed acquisition discussions and sealed a deal after
being halted by the coronavirus outbreak in early 2020. In case of a successful integration, the operations of AUB - the largest lender
in the Bahraini onshore domestic banking sector - would have to be converted from conventional into Islamic and this would provide
a technical boost to the sector's market share.
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Exhibit 13

Regulatory core capital is robust across Islamic banking systems
Common Equity Tier 1 ratio
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Islamic banks have ample liquidity to support their expansion (Exhibit 13) thanks to strong inflows of deposits. In addition to the cultural
affinity of Muslim-majority populations for Islamic banking products, digital initiatives by Islamic banks, which include the development of
remote account opening and the establishment of Application Programming Interface (API) connections to third-party service providers,
will also increase the demand for Islamic deposits. In Malaysia, the growth of Islamic deposits will continue to outpace conventional
deposits because of the “Islamic first” strategy adopted by domestic banking groups that control the largest Islamic banks in the country.
Exhibit 14

Islamic banks hold ample liquidity cushions
Liquid banking assets as a percentage of tangible banking assets
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Moody’s related publications
» Banking System Outlook Update - United Arab Emirates: Economic recovery drives outlook change to stable, 26 April 2022
» Banking System Outlook Update - Saudi Arabia: Economic recovery and strong solvency drive our stable outlook, 26 April 2022
» Banking System Outlook Update - Qatar: Outlook changed to stable as pandemic challenges recede, 26 April 2022
» Banking System Outlook Update - Kuwait: Economic recovery, sound capital and funding drive our stable outlook, 26 April 2022
» Banking System Outlook Update - Bahrain: Outlook changed to stable as operating conditions recover, 26 April 2022
» Banking System Outlook Update - Oman: Outlook changed to stable as operating conditions improve, 26 April 2022
» Banking System Outlook Update - Malaysia: Economic recovery and improvements in profitability support stable outlook, 11 April
2022
» Banking System Outlook Update - Indonesia: Improving economy and strong loss buffers underpin stable outlook, 11 April 2022
» Sector in-depth - Malaysia: Strong balance sheets, ongoing governmentefforts will underpin further growth, 29 March 2022
» Cross Sector - Islamic finance: Islamic finance will continue to grow despite expected lower sukuk issuances, 8 March 2022
To access any of these reports, click on the entry above. Note that these references are current as of the date of publication of this
report and that more recent reports may be available. Not all research will be available to all clients.

Endnotes
1 Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Kuwait, United Arab Emirates, Bahrain and Oman
2 OPEC+ refers to the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries plus other non-OPEC oil producing countries led by Russia.
3 equivalent to nonperforming loans for conventional banks
4 The data for Malaysia is based on Maybank Islamic Berhad, CIMB Islamic Bank Berhad (A3 stable, baa2), RHB Islamic Bank Berhad, Public Islamic Bank
Berhad and Bank Islam Malaysia Berhad. The data for Indonesia as of December 2019 is based on PT Bank Syariah Mandiri, PT Bank BNI Syariah, PT Bank
BRISyariah Tbk, PT Bank Muamalat Indonesia Tbk and PT Bank Aceh Syariah. The data for Indonesia from 2020 onwards is based on PT Bank Syariah
Indonesia Tbk, PT Bank Muamalat Indonesia Tbk, PT Bank Aceh Syariah, PT Bank Mega Syariah and PT Bank BCA Syariah.
5 Islamic banks in Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Kuwait, United Arab Emirates, Bahrain, Oman and Malaysia have adopted IFRS 9 accounting standard while those in
Indonesia have yet to do so.
6 Net profit margins for Islamic banks are synonymous to net interest margins reported by their conventional peers.
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